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A NEW ROLE 4 EVALUATORS.'

Y C. Alka

Before I begin my speech, I Id like to ask the audience td,not apilaud

w :ildly, to notYstamp your feet or otherwise show indecent appreciation o the

first sentence which I am about to state: Thu Oroposal'that I br n to
,

Y.7-. you today concerns a new role for the evaluai. that new role has been

gradually evolvirs over the years; the new role that I propose for evaluators

4

is obsoleScence; in short, I propose that we do away with evaluators.obsolescence;

(

/ ) if you'think about it this is really a, very sensible.)sUggestion.
,

.

all, what are evaluators?
,

Why do we need them? Of what use, are they?

After

Perhaps the theoretical'consideration of these guestions,js one-of the most

difficult tasks that We might undertake, because, evaluatOr are reallyidefined

-. . .

by
l
the roles and functidhs that, they'perform andpiese roles and fUnc ions

yar*y. Certainly there ,is no complete agreement V,the literature of OtirJield

as to the proper func:tions of evaluators. , There are aspects of the diefinition
I

on which all agree, but it is in the interpretations of these broad beliefs

that disagreements, like hot air, begin to surface. To illustrate the

complexities of these issues, letime preSent some examples.

.6

1
Luncheon c,oeech presented at the Fourth Annual Conference and
Exhibition' on Measurement and Evaluation, office .of the Los Angeles
Ullintv Superintendent of schools, March 22, 1977.



I. All agree _that tne evoatop. is r spb.nsible for,the collection

of information (whether or not..he-or she personally collects

(

it). .

A. Some maintain that the most appropriate type of .infor-
5

mation is formal test data.

B. Others:maintain that the least' appropriate type of infor-

mationisformal.test data.

LI. All agree that "valuing" is a part of the evaluation process.

-A. Some maintain that it is the role of the eva uaton to ,

Value.

Others maintain that It is the'role of the evaluator to

assist decision makers in clal-ifying their'v41ues.

III. All agree that evaluation.takes place within a political

setting.

A., Some maintain that the evaluator must be pure of heart

(mind, soul, and !loft) and simply present his findings

and not be influenced by the political system.

B. Zther maintain that the evaluators must be cognizant of

and wo k within the political system.

IV. All agree that evaluators should look at the outcomes of

programs.

A. Some maintain that the outcomes examined should be related

to the objectives proposed.

B. Others maintain that -the outcomes should be examined

without prior knowledge or objectives.

V. All 'Wee that evaluators must have expertise.

come maintain that technical sopni;tirdii(J

hallmark of vxperti,l, in do
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B. Others maintain that expertise is instead an understanding

of instructional programs and organizational dynamics.

VI. All agree that evaluation reporting should occur (and that's

about all we can say that all agree on).

e Some maintain that reporting should be a complete, unbiased

technical .presentation of facts.

B. Others maintain that reporting should be from a multiple

source on an advocacy basis.

C. Sbme maintain that written reporting is the most important,i

D. Others maintain that verbal/informal reporting is the

most. important.
fs---

The theoretical.. literature on the role of the evaluator presents a'

vast diversity of views which may make it a fruitleSs effort to disc-uss

this changing role based on any ideal description. Let us instead

retreat from the ideal- "theorettcal evaluator" to a view of the "common

man" evaluator as he actually functions (and nonfunctions) in the real

World, with all his strengths, Weaknesses,,deSires, ,and hangup . I'm

afraid that with that last addenda, I've bitten off more than can

chew, but let's at least take a crack at beginning the e>-(aminacion of

the evaluator. To do this, letus first consider the extent to which

i,

,

power ,is an influence in the, role of the evaluator-

EVALUATORS AND POWER

First of all, evaluators are people, and their performance,as

people is sohiert to (i-11 of the rules, that ;uverin,rhui,An

behavior. While thinking over this section 'f the ;m c h. 1 dttPHI,ting
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,

'). '

. .

to find an old adage (are there such,':thiing as "new adages?") whichadages ? ")

night fit this current situWIrlthe first thought tOcome to my mind

was the'saying "power. .corrupts; absolute poWee corrupts absolutely:

The role of the evaluator is sometimes'akin to the situatipn just desc:Hbed.

(The evaluator-by virtue of his/her positidn is placed in a poSitioh

that carries enormous potential for powerprogriMs w141 be funded,

increased, decreased, personnel will be hired and fired; administrators

will grbw in importance as their administrative domain increases or

-Ote.

'alternatively have their power fade as the.size of their domain contrac1.)
.

Sometimes, however, it doeSn't work out that way and a. more 05Propriate

adage prescribing the evaluator's role might be-"lack of pONeor wheri you .

)thought you had lt,Vor ought to have had it, frrustrates," .(Aha, a new

Adage). Sometimes, the evaluator only thinks he has power and in his

behavior acts under the assumption that people are ..iTtening and will in

some way initiate action and make 'decisions based uporilffie evaluation

//'report. Such stuff is.the-fodder;forfrustiratiOn.

The point to be made of all of this is that evaluators are viewed

as having power, or potentially having power (with this view sometime
pf-\

I
only being held only by the evaluator hidself)Q Powee! Does ty valuP'

4

really view h-rs role as one of power? Surely, the presumption on the

part of evaluators that their recommendations- will be acted upon, that
,

the results of their evaluation findings,;', be ' .)rpora,.. cl i. the

4 , V

decision process', surely the disappointment by evaluatbrs in ipstaridts

where their reports do not have greater impact upon decision making are..

-all manifestations of the anticipation and expectation that the evaluator

is in a power position.

One.posible way of changing the role of evaluator the relloiv,11

4
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o1940Gower, actual or perceived. Now what are the implications of this

,,.

statement in terms of the role -and funciiOn of evaluators? Let me
..,

desCribe three of,themnhe valuing responsibility, N the reporting

/
,,rd, ,.7...

responsibility, 3) the technical respoRsibility.

The Valuing Responsibility

As previously noted, there is no complete agreement on the extent

to Which the evaluator'haS the -responsibility for making independent

e aluE'itive judgments on the data and information collected. Thei-e area

0

some' who feel that as an independent expert, it is his responsibility to

bring his own values and jud ments to play in interpreting data. There
Ava

are, others, I.among them, whO.maintain that the evaluators role is

helping to. cldrify the/value judgments and value bases of those'responsible
e

for operating the program, participating in it, or in other ways affected
.

by4it.i

The rile definition that accords the-evaluator the resOonsibility

of'invoking his personal value system to choose which data will be

collected .4out prograffis is a great source of power (actual or-perceived).

SometiMes'ebother aspects of the evaluator's role, including the

context in which he finds himself, are sufficiently forceful that they

allow the evaluator's values = -i.e. his/her choice-of what to look at--to

be accepted and the concomitant results and recomMendat*s of the
4.

":4

evaluation'tbe accepted. More frequehtly, -fholigh, the valuing activities

of the evaluator form the ntajo-r'-basis for dispute of evaluation reports

and subsequent non-attention to and inaction on the findings of the

evaluation. 4

One thing is clear, and that is if we dro f.o remmie the power

I
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perception
;--- .

.'
,

perception 'of power from the hands of the evaluator clearly both aspects
)

of the valuing function must be removed as legitimate roles of evaluators.

4 c

The Reporting Function

While one of,Ahe'major sdurces Of power of the evalugtor'is the

vali.iing function% perhaps an even greater source of power (or perceived'

power) emanates frpm the reporting function.
I

The evtator,. after all,

is in many.ways-analagous to the schoolinspectorsof many European!,

/ 4"

spool systems. ,These people go around from stbool to s ool in various

parts of the, system and "inspect." In essence their fun ion is to make

evatattve judOlerits about the schopl and it's quality in te-FMS of

C
.

,

9 prescribed written standards and in many instances in terms of their own'
tN,

..
,- , -\

conception (their own'vaiue judgments) about what a quality schooll

should look Thee are positions of power held by people in essence
.

performing evaluative functions. The power in large part derives from

the responsibility to report. This responsibility always relates to

another agency, or toahigher level of government, where action at the

higher levels or other agencies may be taken based upon the evalualion

information reported. It is clerly an instance of evaluator pow On

' the co(itinuum,previously described,
rangingfrom"6orruption to frustration,

would venture to say that the traditional school ins ector is far more

toward the corruption end of.the continuum than the frus ation 6nd_

A similar kind of Ptporting role exists in many of the functions

that eValuators perform.in this country to'dB.5 Either., they are r orting

to another agency with the liklihood that subsequent funding mi'ght.be

witheld (although we''know that this does not usually hapr or the

evaluator is reporting to a high level of the school district's organi-zatibn

4.

6
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with all: individbals and participants administratively located below

.; that level considere4 aslfair game" for his evaluative judgment, critiques,

kudos, and oatFtgbt riticisms.

Somet,j,Mes, :evaluattirs are asked to occupy a dual, role, arole as

Member of the project staff wiid provides information towards internal

4 -

program modifications during program operation and simultaneously ttje
- .

role of external judge, valuer, and Aporter. 4n 4 mnograph that-I did. >
_.

.

several years*ago, (Evaluation and Ded-sion,Making: The Title VII

4

Experience), I discussed this problem in terms of the role ambiguity and

.

conflict` that Title VII evaluators face in.their dual responSibility.mf

meeting local information needs and reporting "unbiased" results to the

federal agency. In, that study, my colleagues and I found that the

. .

'evaluation results had-no impact upon federal decisions related to
v

W

projects: also fdund that those evaluation situation's in which the
t,

10 al

. ,

decyrion makers viewed the evaluation as being useful and having

impact upon modifications in program tended totbe highly, related.y

r

situatiRns where evaluators had apparently abrogated (or made light of)

a.

1
their federal reporting responsibility and had instead fostised most

heavily on their within projectevaluation role.

Why do evaluators need to have the external reporting responsibility
,

.

t all? I suppose we could think of two'possible functions or evaluation
.

reporting: I) program improvement, and 2) accountability. Let's look

for a moment at the program improvement question. The literature of

eo/uation is,replete with articles decrying the non-utilization of

a-,

evaluation information in program'decision making. Usually -thesearticles

are written by evaluatoi_, whose expectation', it power mid influence led

them to believ'e that people would pay heed to their cogent advice. -Thr
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! .

schobl a tratcers are surprisi6gly eager to echo the cry of the

1. ,
,

.i
:1'

, .

frustrat d'evaluators that-evaluation makes` fro difference. (Thi.
.

6king

DV' 4.*

perhaps that if we've got those guys --the evaluators- on the Min, why

\not keep them there? Maybe it woulde,helpful to get them-off our

bAcks!) If evaatiOn reporting as it is,'burrently structured has such

.
,

small impaction progralVdecisions and program improvement,. then of whSt,

use is it?

The second possible reason for evajuation reporting is that of

accountability. It i's.clear that evalUator's.atheir role is currently

defined, are.,vable to fulfill simultaneously thl- "information source,of'

programHmprovement" role End the "argent of the forcesbf accountability ".

role. (The accountability role acts as%:an impediMent tq, the program

improvement role becauseaccountability carries with it poW,or or .the
.

presumption of power. 1-believe that pr ram 1Mprovement thrive's best- '

/ 1

Where informatioh flow is nonzthi-eatening; I believe that prograth

improvement thrives best when'the agent responsible for repor ng is

c 4
different trod the agent providing information abd counseling. We .have

rig recognized this principle (ft publi-C)hightschools by sepai-afing the

functions of attendance officer or Dean of Students fr'Ocil the role of
. .

class counselor: -person has the reSponsibtlityof-rePortiingmonitor-
L

ing,

obtaining compliance; the other has the role of counseling, aggregat-

N :
0 ing information, providing data - -.on colleges, on jobs, etc`

is `clear to me that at the' heart of:;evaluation is'the provision'-

of information for action for decis'ion making, for program improvement..

To attain that position, I believe that the reporting functionthe

source of potential threatening power, needs to be deleted from the

evaluative role.

8
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external agency or fo higher ech ons within the same administrative

,

'prg-aniz4pn; and we do not need to have evaluators have free reign

the use of their technical expertise. If we do.away, with all of these

things perhaps its best, to cor,ceive of.a new role for evaluators--

obsolescence. For if are to d2filw,a evaluative role free of

A
power, the appzord f1C,Q JO' ev2n or sol = ol) power

,then why car
''

tingec, u:

. _

thc cultural baggaoe clar.-,-ie(1 by lie immifiraiit to ;his .country who

/

perhaps discaY'cl STJ tartguage-;-adopt

a newjiam, and.JeL the title "evaluator" quietly fade into the past.

AchievinlObsolescence

And let is conider the steps necessary 'for achieving the

obsolescent state 'For As.we gradually phase ouUevaluators

(:hat on eacth am doing? Don't I know that I teach in 'a training

ovograill [or Jducatiow.il Nonetholes, loL ire continue. (I

s:12," .chis :oni:idenCy Howing well- Lh'e natur of my speculative

iO,::?as and tha. dbso-lote enli:jihoofl np bureaucratic system Gould

act on tnc?ee soijoeCion ,ar" less than the '.0 or 25 years I have

before ai th.e univer;ity.) to continue, 1Pt us consider the

creation o; a new position, a new proiessional position in which the

oc.cupont doe-. noi ;lave the respons hi 1 ty tor 0.1;1". dbi h i nil personal or

terna 1 pre I errT7n-c es in ,judq in() (la th 1 i sh .new role

in which the oc,cupant does not have res;,onsi-hility for report

other agenciv, un other levels within the '. mm` doency, let establish

,1 new proti--,i(mA !-,o-,ition in which ine individudl distmaded trfAc

in') fq.hH ( ,1 'pf'r I `,e 1111',1 In I wl ()%,11 .flo, I t'd

( iU



and preferred preferences on program operation,. qut instead recognizes

the acessity of sometime settli,ng for-lessAan lechwical'excellence.

Let's call-this new role/function/person an infurmdtion specialist, and

consider hy or her Ts a memPer'of the project or,prOqram -team; responsible

for saLkfying the information needs of the projeci:

';;Guid inforf2aLO:h spe (P)7. Ode eoor'ir,ant tunction

15. of prociram cjarifier., As an iridividuelresponsiOle for.

seggetions about Ae weans of treasuring i_.;:ettanmeni of program

objecCiNes
.

solution strtegies of n progcim have been implemented, he important -

rble of program clarifier emerges. Perhaps von might'think that as we

,have described it, the appropriate descripion for the role is "devils

advocate" bet it goe', far beyond th,at. In his role as program clarifier
,714.

the information specialis wiil ask questions such as: "What are we

really trvdnu to do?". "Do ':.12 ',-.16int to be irald'accountabLe for that?"

Mo.:: J:11 Awn L.:?' or, rflOr oenerally, "How will ne

How -ih2tkei "What do 1,;:3 iilean by...?" cHrac0..:risiics wilL
/~

present in order to observe...?" And, perhaps Eh,: most 'importaiti.

(pie(XiOn 01 all "do (,10 really plan to do that?"

A .o ond lunctlon of the information spcialit is that ot Information

',LrucrAirin(4._ person would be resp.onsible devic,ind the forms,

,ApLting (.H te-,(1 and construAtinWother iastumeni'; for the acquisition

presented td project tolleaque or their acceptance

And wireerieLi , to -../neth,er insIrUment-, lhe esc.2nce of 'what

wa(-; intended.

A (.111( f dal (AI ih, 0 1 ol'111,1 /"II I d 1', Ohl t I H I (wnki t on.

,icl I I Hr. 1H MI I !pH", inn 1 Hr Hi pi (Hi ,1( di-dance t-h



agreed upon instrumefils in order to gather systematic data on the,extent

to which the programs have been implemented in the pre-determined manner,

or what they look Meplan .or no plan. Someinformation to` be acquired.

form#I variety and the acquis,-ition proCess entails the

necessity of dministeing formal, tests. All of this 15 done with the

concurrence and prior agre-emeirt e fello'ri project member's, because this

/7

is agreed upon function for she InforMation spqialist.

-\ further activity for this person is information provider. In

this role the specialist may hav::1, cc peirform analysis of certain of the

data collected, prepare charts, tables, or in other ways clarri-fy the

meaning of the results. (Some information, for example, the program

implementation monitoring data, would undoubtedly be provided in a more

informal manner to project staff during thse.' :ouree of the project--such

as-during staff meetings)

A final role of the informati'on specialist is as technical assistant. .

In this rol4 the informatidn specialist brings his technical expertise

. -

in the research design, statistics, measnreMent, etc. to bear

on the pr'oblems and requirements of .che project. The specialist may

alsU do literature searches, pilot tests, etc. The inforMapon specialist

ins a resource person available to tell his fellow staff Members what

technically most rotrec.t but recognizing the possibtli./(indeed probability)

that o:oncerns over program relevance, concerns over informatio6 relevance

Inc decision making can, supercede technical considerations.

In model of program evaluation, values are determined by the

administrative staff, or Oreferably by the total project personnel. In

this modpl, report of project attainment, 'succ(s.V;, modificatlow,,

et((//i/', done by th(' pro]ort dOinktr,Ilor or (For aftr all, wry

I2



,are far more cOncerned about withi, ~toff initiad program change ba,sed

.upon systematically gather '-rmation than we are with ,external

'reporting of project 1=Tyformance based upon repor(ing formats devised

elsew here and generally not. feund to be meaningful to project personnel.): --

Beyond Obsolescence,

Now that I have succeeded in'creating a r4zode which makcs tne

evcluator role obsolete, let ma consider implkataons of this

action. I have examined the role o.r- information specialist. i,n

esence, this role places the emphasj,,s on projeCt self-evaldalfon-and--
A

reconstructs the evaluator role i o an inormation specialist who is a

part of the project team which (i's engaged in self-evaluation. I would

maintain that this is a stance more consistent ,Ath the liklihood of

attaining program change.

I recently came across a boo!: entitled Enhancing 'IoLivaton hw

.ichard DeChams: While hix foco .the teacher, and
,c

. .

-students., nonecn,eless the analogy of-tne p,,PJnE he makes' seems co me mosc

appropriate in the consideation of a redeined role for evaluators.

DeCharms maintai,ns that the greateSt motivation is attained by stZidents

when they function as their own evaluatorswhen self-evaluation takes

place_

In rar,t, self-OvaUiation occurs in all-- situations. We Are constantly

aware, as individuals, of our status, of our achievements, of our

attainments and we place value judgments on extent\to which we

,;;

_-

consider rhose ,iudinment satisfactory. When a student in a classroom

lets an EVi on a Leacher made test, he may view th,it a', either a mannificent

,l'hievement or a mi'.erahle failure dependant npnn hi', own valuo

13



) conceptionof who'rr .chat he is capable of, and probably

s own aspirations as m

To some extent the Way in which a student views a piece of evaluative

data '(such as a test score or correct o a test), is'set for him ,by

the evaluative statements, made 11 the teacher. Thus when the teacher

says,"ove'r 85'/> is an A on this test," students will tend to view the

data item in a more favorable ljght. To some extent the student is

removed from active participation in making a judgment about the extent

to which the performance was _satisfactory because the valuing has already

-beendonefdr him. DeCharms-maintainsthdt_greater stildent involvement

in the valuing process, the establiShment of one's own goals, and the

determination of standards of-expectation lead to greater committment by

the student and greater Motivation.

It seems to me that this is analogous to the situation we face in

school districts where programs are being evaluated. Let us consider

for example, compensatory education programs in two hypothetical California

s'z'hools.. (Now you better listen carefully, because I'm going to test

'you on it in a few minutes.) In the Webster school, an.externafevaluator

has been hired to provide the evaluation of the program. He came on the

,-scene in perhaps September or October, was provided with the A127 plan

the school and was ask anyjndication of the evaluation

wonl(i .,,fd during the conse of the school year.

,..the program plan has a section in which evaluation instruments

are defined, but'due to,previous bad advice, many of these are inappropriate

lk
for the objectives. Moreover there are a number of places within the,

plan which indicate that there will be a site developed instrument. The

evaluator comes in, he's asked' by'project personnel to provide the

.14



necessary advice. He accepts the plan at face value and makes/some

recommendations as to instruments that might be>sed. jn several cases

in-which'he feels no existing instrument is appropriate, hedevises a

measure for use2by the project perAnnel, (Perhaps this measure is for

No.

an objective in one of the More amorphous areas, like parent participa--

'tion or health auxiliary.) The project evaluator then comucts 'system-

14.

atic observations in the classrooms, and meets with school personnel in

order to conduct the process evaluation. He views things going on in

the classroom, he notes problem areas', he recognizes needs that are not

met,and writes a process evafuetion report to the schooli certain-

ly With a copy to the district office. Tpis report not only comments on

the extent to which the stated solution strategies were implemented, but

in some,instances points out problem areas that, the evaluator feels are

appropriate to mention.:Aperhaps these were solution strategies not
F.

listed in e pla:n'bAt which seemed to make sense, perhaps they were

aspectS of a program that the evaluator feels are a part. of "good"
O

education (e.g., sufficient individualization). The .r port is received

by program personnel who for the most part are not philosophico'

committed to what the evaluator has A to ay. The notions

are his values, the standards of acceptability have been estabi

a level beyond their involvement. Naturally they do not want to

antagonize' him (primarily because he will be writing a final repox.t at

the end of the year). Naturally they do not want to look bad in the

eyes of the district office br to present a negative image to their

school advisory council. Thus, jhe principal, the project administra-

tor, if one exists, and to a lesser extent other professional-, personnel

in the school nod their collective heads affirmatively and pay

15 1,
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lip service to the implementation of the suggestions 'presented in the

process, evaluation report. The mode of the day iSiompliance, but

omeliance is not committment.
3

Continuing on with our our evaluator proceeds through the

year, considers the evaluation test that are scheduled to be given Rear

the end of the academic year, and in some instances he.notes measures

that he feels are inappropriate for easuring the objective: In other

instances he's not tot all% satisfied with the measure that's been selected

in terms of its comprqhensi tress and in some cases he just simply feels

there are aspects of prog am.opeiration that it iS important to know

40
s mething about that are t reftected in the measures that have been

o

spe ified in the A127 form. And so he presents a-listof additional

measures to be collected, ditional instruments to be administered near

-

the end of the academic year. The data collection takes place, the

evaluator doe'S hislanalyses and in addition to prepari

report fOr the State, he prepares .a

school and the district. Th-

the evaluation

--Dort fr..- the

.

Jo , and fo,

Alost part they don't unu,:rstand tires or why they were selected

u. what they have to do with their progi and besides.that its pretty

near the end of the year and there isn't too much that any one can say

right now. So the report ge filed away in one of the drawers in the

principals desk' and everyone says, "Gee its sure nice that vacation time

is here. You know maybe we ought to do,something about improving our

program. We don't quite know yhat but let's put that off and we'll talk

about it next September::

Consider a second-sehooh the Merriam school. Let's assume that at

this school an information specialist is appointed instead of an evaluator.

1:6 5('
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Now, you tile to make the decision as to whether you want to appoint

someone from within the scho61 to this role, (perhaps someone .from the

district office, or possibly even an outside cone taa who you might

previously have hired as an evaluator. You think about it. Which one

of these do you want to hire? Which of these do.you.wanyto appoint as

'information specialist for; the Merriam schoOl. Pick une. First, we'll)

d to' sure that whoever You picked, aware of and understarls the

function of an information specialist. Then,we'll have to be sure that

that person has the appropriate technical skills.

Now, here is the test.that I promised you a few moments ago. Think

ab;JI71.4,the activities that went on at the Webster school and consider the

role and function of the information specialist. as T described them to

you earlier. (Program clarifier, inf tion acquirer, information

structurer, informatioy :der, technical assist. I want each of

you to think for a moment and write-the next minute of my speech in your

Own mind describing how the information specialist, whether project

internal, district or external, whichever you happened to select, how

the information specialist would operate in facilitating self-

evaluation.

Now, let's hear from some of ytu as to what your information

specialist did (facsimile comments from audience including clarification

of goals and objecti-Ves of program, more precise and understandable
r-

statement and solution strategies, measurement instruments desi,c ed by
ri

project staff per technical assistance from information specialist,

ti

collection of data, analysis of data, discussion by .projec staff of the

meaning of the results, with technical assistance from informapOn

specialists so that group might write the evaluation report-4- rth special

*permission of SDE).
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Some Loose Ends

All of-this hypothetical discussion, the crqated/obsolesc)nce of

the evaluator and tlie,definition of .a new professional position as

information specialist, I am sure has left someT&loose ends. I will

attend to some of these, but first let me briey summarize. Earlier in,

_.)

this discussion Pfocused on the need to devise a bette' mechaniM for

proViding' informatron for program improveme4. I maintained that this

,is the proper and appropriate role for eValuation and that perh-aps the

ambiguity associated with functions of the evaluator, the problems,
4

associated with evaluator power, the appearance of ,power, or the self-
.

of power, 2L as som&AL, ;.iinted image of evaluators,

all made it beneficial to do at with evaluators'and'create.a new

position for the person performing some of the functions of providing

information for program self7Aaluation. I'd also noted that another

apparent function of evaluation, in addition to the provision of information

for program improvement, is the provision of information for accountability

purposes. It was my \view that y was simply not possible for the same

A

individual to fulfill both functions s4multaneously. In fact, I pointed_

to a study that I have completed that demonstrated this particu-lar role

ambigUity and', discussed some of the implications of it.

Thus, ip focusing on the function of providing Information for

program improv6ment, for program decision' making, we Nye apparently

lefran enormous void related to the evaluators function of accou

I'M not so sure that such a void really eists.) With evaluation

defined as emphasizing self - evaluation and eMployin /the services of an

information' specialist, it would seem to me that the external audit

. -

function would grow in importance. The people in the Research and

18
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Evaluation Unit of LoS Arieles County Schools, whO have pioneered the

broad scale tiplementation of audit procedures, know that the conduct of

an audit and the conduct of,an evaluaiion are quite different-functions.

The amount of time consumed in typical evaluations asp we now know them

sJbstantial-ly "gea.tr than what is required in AdMit and a good
zG

dea41 less appropriate tp the accountability function.. Evaluation, even'

when done best is not as appropriate for the determination of compliance,

and-the verification Ale results as is the audit procedure. Thus, the

initiation of self-evaluation procedures and the changing role of the

evalUator- Obsolesceffe, would simply, yequir,e .a greater emphasis on

periodic audits f programs. And what would. those audits look like? In

large part that w Uld need to be determined by(the information requirements

of the agency asking for the audit. I believe that traditional notions

of he audit that are tied tootraditional notions about evaluation

might very well go by the wayside and be replaced by audqis that are

quite different than we now conduct them.

Aaother loose end, given this different conception of evaluation

is that there would be the necessity for restructuring report requirements

of externally funded programs. If the focus is on, self- al\uation, the

implication is that whpn the project staff is engaged in the process of

systematic, self-eOluation using procedures that they understand, then

1they are most likely to use that evaluative'information in making program

changes that are meaningful.

Some might maintain that the reporting procedures, program plan,

and other such things of a particular externally funded program (state

orfederal) are systematic, ,are conceptually sequen lal, and do provide

a mechanism for pogram understanding. Let me riPt,quari-el with these
P
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assertions and let me agree that each of these documents, reports,

format, etc. was conceived of in a systemtic way and.trepresents an

appropriate problem solving/program imprOvement methodology. The proble

becomes the translation of these procedures to people in the field wh

are'faced (vorith the necessity of filling them At." Unfortunately most

people in school districts do not view the procedure as a
0
systematic

.1

seqUence of events to be accomplished:in order,to obtain Program unde'r-

, 4

standing and ultimately program improvement. Instead, the see a stead

parade of forms filing faithfully past their desk,and AManding to be

handled properly. Ope learns the sequence, learns the things that one

has to do, andiconsequehtly the process becomeSk viewed by project

personnel as something external to them that they comply with but afire

not committed to, which it "the State" but is not "us."

If the emphasis is to be on self-evaluation then the reporting

scheme should in.some way demonstrate that projects are engaging in

self - monitoring, self-clarifying,
self-acquisition of information, and

self-correction. In short, self-evaluation is what is hopefully attaihed.

And what the external agency should want to have reported to ,t is not

c-y

how well the program did, nor how well the program was implemented, but

instead is how well the prd;ject began the process of understanding what

it hoped to accomplish, how well the project identified and recognized

aspects of the program that they were uncomfortable with and how ikrell

A

the project responded to its .own feedback information in making self-

corrections. This kind of evaluation report focusing on the power of

self-evaluation, must be oriented towards capturing evidence that the

self-evaluation process is taking place. Thist:Tind of self-evaluation

reporting is far more important thin the reporting of the outcomes of

the program,to external agencies.



.01

And that is/ my message ft r today.

Applam.se

Remember when I b-egan this speech I forbade you from applauding

wildly, standing lipstaMping your feet, etc.? Now, let me remove that

.:prohibition and close with the comment that "I propose that we create a

flew position of information specialist and do away with-thetrole'of
.

,

evaluator." 4
( 'W `.

(

MCA:3
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